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QUESTION 1

Which of the following completes the statement? The HTML content embedded inside an XFDL form ... 

A. Can be printed when the HTML"printvisible" option is set to \\'on\\'. 

B. Can be displayed at design time. 

C. Is automatically saved inside the form when it is submitted. 

D. None of the above. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

John has built a form that has alternating portrait and landscape pages and has specified the options. Which of the
following statements best represents what will happen when he prints the form? 

A. Each page is printed in order and its specified orientation. 

B. Each page is printed in order, but the orientation is not as specified. 

C. The form will not print. 

D. Two print jobs are automatically generated; one to print all the portrait pages and a second to print all the landscape
pages. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following objects are NOT supported for mapping when using the IBMForms - P8 Integrator? 

A. Signature only 

B. Image and Signature only 

C. Array and Image only 

D. Signature, Image, and Array 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

Which statement below best describes XFDL? 

A. XFDL is a subset of SGML. 
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B. XFDL is a document-centric markup language. 

C. XFDL creates HTML Forms. 

D. XFDL is a subset of HTML. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

How do you access the bind wizard? 

A. Right-click a field and select "Create Bind (Wizard)". 

B. Go into the Instance View, select the desired node element, then right-click and select "Create Bind (Wizard)". 

C. Go into the XForms View, select the Model node, then right-click and select "Create Bind (Wizard)". 

D. There is no bind wizard: binds must be manually created. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

Bill needs to make the element in the following instance mandatory. 

What is the proper \\'required\\' setting in an XForms bind toaccomplish this? 

A. true 

B. true() 

C. instance(\\'formData\\')/personal/info/firstName 

D. if(instance(\\'formData\\')/personal/info/firstName != \\'\\', \\'true\\', \\'false\\') 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 7

Jane is attempting to debug a problem with her form. The requirement states that the
instance(\\'formData\\')/info/data/firstName element must be mandatory. Which of the following XForms statements
defines this field as mandatory? 

A. The global.global.ufv_settings[submitwithformaterrors] property is set to \\'permit\\'. 

B.  

C. string on  

D.  

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

Mary wants to convert an existing PDF form into an XFDL form using IBM Forms Designer. Which of following
statements does NOT occur during the conversion process? 

A. Creation of fields. 

B. Creation of validation rules. 

C. Creation of navigation buttons. 

D. Generation of an XForms data model for the converted form. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

What types of XFDL items can wrap an xforms:input? 

A. check, popup 

B. field, radiogroup 

C. button, check 

D. field, check 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

Filtering is an advanced feature that allows you to control which parts of a form are sent when asubmission occurs.
Which of the following INCORRECTLY describes filtering capabilities? 

A. Filtering allows you to filter out all occurrences of an item type, such as all buttons or fields. 
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B. Filtering allows you to filter out all occurrences of aspecific property, such as all background colors or active settings. 

C. Filtering allows you to filter out groups of items or datagroups. 

D. Filtering is the easiest way to reduce the submitted form size. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 11

Which one of the following is a valid if/then/else XFDL compute? 

A. if (CHECK1.value == \\'on\\') then (FIELD1.value) else (\\'\\') 

B. CHECK1.value == \\'on\\' ? FIELD1.value : \\'\\' 

C. if {CHECK1.value == \\'on\\'} then {FIELD1.value} else {\\'\\'} 

D. CHECK1.value == \\'on\\' : FIELD1.value ? \\'\\' 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12

What is the recommended approach to upgrade a form from a previous version? 

A. open the form in a text editor and change the version number 

B. open the form in the Designer and change the XFDL version number in the form global properties 

C. open the form in the Viewer and change the XFDL version number in the properties configuration 

D. open the form in the Designer and acceptthe prompt to automatically upgrade the form 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 13

Which of the following reasons for compressing an IBM Form is VALID? 

A. Compressing the form means that the contents of the form are encrypted and secure. 

B. Compressing the form means that the entireform and data model be stored as a single file. 

C. Compressing the form means you can post the form to a database or servlet. 

D. Compressing the form means that you eliminate the white space found in the XFDL file. 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 14

What purpose does a FormPart serve? 

A. FormParts allow a user to create sections within a form. 

B. FormParts allow a user to reference only part of a forms item\\'s properties. 

C. A FormPartis an object library allowing you to create an object once, then reuse it in many forms. As well, using a
FormPart allows for updating of common components by propagating the changes to all forms that reference that
FormPart. 

D. A FormPart is an object library allowing you to create an object once, then reuse it in the current form only. As well,
using a FormPart allows for updating of common components by propagating the changes to all pages that reference
that form part. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 15

Given the following data instance,which XForms bind returns the value of the attribute "tax" of the item with the highest
tax? 

A. maximum(items/item/cost/@tax) 

B. max(items/item/cost/@tax) 

C. ceiling(items/item/cost/@tax) 

D. upper(items/item/cost/@tax) 

Correct Answer: B 
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